Rapid voxel classification methodology for interactive 3D medical image visualization.
In many medical imaging scenarios, real-time high-quality anatomical data visualization and interaction is important to the physician for meaningful diagnosis 3D medical data and get timely feedback. Unfortunately, it is still difficult to achieve an optimized balance between real-time artifact-free medical image volume rendering and interactive data classification. In this paper, we present a new segment-based post color-attenuated classification algorithm to address this problem. In addition, we apply an efficient numerical integration computation technique and take advantage of the symmetric storage format of the color lookup table generation matrix. When implemented within our GPU-based volume raycasting system, the new classification technique is about 100 times faster than the unaccelerated pre-integrated classification approach, while achieving the similar or even superior quality volume rendered image. In addition, we propose an objective measure of artifacts in rendered medical image based on high-frequency spatial image content.